Locating and establishing the dimensions of the dam

Kinko A Final Report, this project is constructed in the period of the 1st of June 2017 up to 1st of June 2018
12th of September 2018
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KINKO “A” WATER SUPPLY PROJECT, final report by Hande D. Mwanjela, Supervisor of Chamavita.
1.0 BACKGROUND
The Kinko water supply project was surveyed in 1995 and
designed in 2012. Originally it covered only one village, Kinko,
hence its name. In the re-structuring of the municipalities of
Rural Tanzania, Kinko changed from 1 into 3 municipalities,
namely Nkundei, Kinko (both in Lukozi ward) and Kigumbe (in
Kwekanga ward). Lukozi ward is is a neighbour ward from
Kwekanga ward. The project consists of two separate projects,
two independent gravity systems: a) Kinko – Balangai and
b) Kinko – Kwemabanda. The Kinko – Balangai project is
wholly in the Nkundei village while the Kinko – Kwemabanda
project is within the area of the other three villages Nkundei,
Kinko and Kigumbe. Boundaries of the projects are caused by
level differences of mountains and valleys. These two projects
were planned to be constructed in a period of three years.
During discussion with the community about the layout of the
project and the time it would take to be finished, two argument
arose:
1. Either the whole community should wait access to tap water
until at the end of the three year time, OR
2. As soon as one project is finished the community in that area
should be allowed to the tap water

Water points before the project existence

Picture 1: Small springs on road side
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At the end of the discussion the community resolved that the
implementation of the project should follow the following pattern:
Implementation should all the time touch each village. This will
motivate the villagers of all the three villages to participate in selfhelp activities regardless of where the work is.
In this arrangement the project was divided to be implemented in
three phases:
 Kinko “A” in 2017-2018,
 Kinko “B” in 2018-2019,
 Kinko “C” in 2019-2020.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Kinko “A” is wholly in the Nkundei village. According to the budget
and plan it was implemented only part of it. The implementation
covered 5.76kms pipeline. The transmission pipelines, which ranged
in size from 25mm diameters to 90 mm diameters, were constructed
to transport about 2360 l/hr of water from Kwemwandiko intake
source to the 45m3 storage tank. Next to the pipeline the project
involved the construction of 1 storage tank, 3 break pressure tanks,
14 water points and 12 cloth washing tables and 14 water meters
and the election of an interim COWSO (Community Owned Water
Supply Organization) for O & M (Operation and Maintenance.

Picture 2. A pond used drinking water and irrigation
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3.1 DAM
3.0 CONSTRUCTIONS:

Planned and actually executed activities
Planned










Constructed

10 domestic points
(DPs)
10 washing tables
5,540m pipeline
23m3 storage tank
3 break pressure
tanks
10 water meters
31 valve boxes
2 WO
1 AV



14 domestic points (DPs)






12 washing tables
7,950m pipeline
45m3 storage tank
3 break pressure tanks
wet volume 15 – 24m3
14 water meters
38 valve boxes
2 WO
1 AV






Constructed water points in the area
Village
Sub-village
DP WT
Nkundei1 Kwemihande 1
1
2 Bomai
1
1
3 kwelusiru
1
1
4 Kwekisese
1
0
5 Mjunguluko
3
3
6 Mavumbi
3
1
7 Kwemigambo 1
1
8 Kwekatongo
1
1
9 Mwezii
1
1
10 Village office 1
0
TOTAL

14

12

H/holds
14
12
21
5
38
43
32
11
21
1

Pop.
57
63
90
23
172
197
135
52
81
2

Cows
20
16
41
13
38
42
54
18
38
0

198

872

280

Activities: to
I.
Locate and establish dimensions of dam site
II.
Clear the dam site
III.
Dig the dam site and reservoir area
IV.
Transport cement, sand and reinforcement iron bars
V.
Construct dam with concrete
VI.
Construct intake box
VII.
Fix intake and washout pipes
VIII.
Construct outlet and washout chambers
IX.
Write a plaque of donors
Construction
Picture 3: Locating and establishing dimensions of the dam,
see picture on the front page.
Picture 4: Clearing and digging the dam area
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Picture 6 Constructed Dam

Picture 5: Constructing the dam

Picture 7 Back of the same dam with the Donor Plaque on the front
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3.2 STORAGE TANK
The storage tank at Bomai area (on the border of the forest
reserved area has wet capacity of 45m3. The tank has two outlets:
1). Mainline 90mm diameter to a 24m3 BPT-cum-tank (near
Mjunguluko hamlet),
2). A 32mm diameter pipe to a 15m3 BPT-cum-tank (at Bomai). All
the outlets are functioning well.
Various materials were used to construct the tank:
 Foundation: hardcore foundation covered with concrete floor
 Walls: concrete blocks reinforced with 12mm iron bar, inside
wall surface plastered mixture of sand and cement plus water
proof cement; outside surface plastered
 Roof: made from concrete reinforced with 12 mm iron bars.

Picture 8: Construction of tank foundation

Plumbing: inlet pipe 1-1/2” with a float valve; overflow ,washout and
ventilation pipes are of 3”. The vent pipes are covered with wire
gauze to prevent birds, bats and other animals getting into the tank

Picture 9: Construction of tank wall reinforced concrete blocks
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3.3 BREAK PRESSURE TANKS (BPT)
The construction of the break pressure tanks, in terms of procedure and
material used, was similar to that of the storage tank

Gravity systems work by the level difference present in the supply area.
But the level difference can be more then advisable, that means the
pressure caused by it will be higher than the pressure the pipe system
can stand. That is why break pressure tanks are necessary. The water
comes via the inlet and float valve in the tank. And Leaves the tank via
the outlet. So the pressure will be reduced to the water level in the BPT.
No water requested down of the BPT, the float valve closes itself.

Picture 10: Finished storage tank with a donors plank

Picture 11: Construction of foundation with stones
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Picture 12: Construction of walls with reinforced concrete blocks

Picture 13: Finished BPT with a plaque of donors
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3.4 PIPELINE
The construction of the pipeline took place in five stages.
1. The first stage PE pipes and fittings were purchased from
Lodhia factory in Arusha and GS pipes from Tanga;
2. Since the topographic survey was done already in 1995,
there were no markers / pegs to show where
the survey had passed. In order to get the survey line we called
for the community who were involve in the process. Fortunately
we got all the necessary information. Therefore we could mark
again the whole survey line. After that the community dug the
trenches;
3. The pipe fitters (village scheme attendants) connected (on-job
training) the pipes in the dug trenches and partially backfilled the
trenches

Picture 14: Pipes purchased and in stock
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Picture 16: Fixing pipes by village plumbers (fundis) under the supervision
of a qualified plumber/technician

Picture 15 Digging trenches by the community as voluntary work.
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3.5 DOMESTIC POINTS AND WASHING TABLES
Examples of the situation of water points in the area are as shown.
14 DPs and 12 WTs DPs have been constructed.
Procedure:
 Beneficiaries identify “central” location of the neighborhood
 Beneficiaries collect 5m3 of stones: 2m3 for laying foundation
and 3m3 for crushing aggregates
 Mason digs, lays stones for foundation, pours concrete and
constructs stand
 Artist: write a plaque on the side of the stand: opening and
closing time of the tap, monthly contribution of each household;
Board name and contact mobile number(note picture below);
 Each DP will be fenced to stop animals coming in the area
 Chamavita maintains a database of all water users at each DP;
Size of DP; floor 230cm X 200cm, stand 20cmX20cmX60cm(height)
Picture 17: Domestic Point Construction in progress
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Picture 18: Finished water point in service

Picture 19: A plaque on the DP stand indicating time of service of the water
Point.
Translated:
“Every Water point is open from 6 in the morning up to 10. And from 4 in the
afternoon up to 7 in the evening”.
“Every family has to ay for the water, costs are 2.000 Tshs per month”.
“Kinko COWSO (Community Owned Water Supply Organisation, telephone:
0629713291”.
By the way the Swahili (local time) clock starts at 6.00 o´clock in the morning
being 12.00 as midnight for us.
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3.6 WATER METERS
A water meter is constructed at the inlet side of the DP (behind the
stand). Each meter is housed in a chamber (covered with a lid).
Each meter has a readings as follows:
0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1
The meter is tested by filling in a 20-litre bucket to note if the 0.01
turns 0.02

3.7 VALVE BOXES
Valve boxes are constructed to house a gate valve at:
 Inlets and outlets of tanks (storage tank and BPTs)
 Branch line
Each valve box has a cover lid. Size of chamber is 50cmX50cmx50cm

Picture 20: Construction of 14 water meters at 14 different water points
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Pictures 21, 22 and 23: valve boxes for different purposes
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3.8 FORMATION OF COWSO
Formation of a COWSO normally follows a 6-step process.
So far only an interim Board (COWSO) has been elected by the
community at a public meeting.
For the time being Chamavita is preparing a budget and will request
from SPOTT and Wilde Ganzen the remaining amount of € 5000,00
to undertake the following activities:
Formation of sub-village Water Committees;
 Formed DP caretakers,
 Village Water Committees,
 Training elected Village Scheme Attendants,in total 6,
2 from each village
 Prepare COWSO constitution and rules and regulations
(Interim Committee, Chamavita, CDO and District lawyer,
 Read the Constitution and Rules & Regulations to the village
councils
 Read the Constitution and Rules & Regulations to the public,
make amendment, copies printed and bound
 Submit the Constitution & Rules and Regulations to the
Registrar for registration
 The CDO prepares for election of the board
 Conduct election according to the Constitution
 Conduct capacity building to the Elected Board and other
stakeholders

Picture 24: Meeting of the COWSO
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SKETCH OF KINKO A WATER SUPPLY PROJECT
Kwemwandiko source

24m3 tank

Mavumbi
A&B

45m3 tank

Also BPT
15m3 tank,also BPT
Mjunguluko
Kwekatongo
Mwezii

Kwemihande
Bomai
Kwelusiru

15m3 tank and BPT

Mbogoi
Kwelughojo
Balangai

Legend
1. Area supplied with water
2. Area not yet supplied (Kinko B and C)
3. Hamlets are: Mjunguluko, Kwekatongo, Mwezii, Kwemihande, etc.
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Kinko A final Financial Report.
Transfers to the project
1st transfer
2nd transfer
3rd transfer
Total transfers

euro
20.120
12.000
13.500
45.620

Average exchange rate for the total of transfers

exchange rate
2.545
2.530
2.653

Tshs
51.207.840
30.360.000
35.816.000
117.383.840

2.573

this rate 1 Euro to 2.573 Tshs we use for the expenses.

Exchange rate for the budget in October 2016 was
Chamavita local income to the project
july ´17 - dec ´17
income Lorry
jan ´18 - may ´18
income Lorry
from subscription fees
from SPOTT to Chamavita for Trip
Local total
Total Kinko A income

Administration, Capacity Building
Salaries from July ´17 - May ´18
Nssf contribution
Services and Purchase of Spare parts for Toyota pick-up
Fuel for Toyota pick-up
Travel allowances for Chamavita staff
Office upkeeping and external contributions(expenses-fees)
Salaries for office security guard
sub-total

2.283

4.587.000
3.450.000
500.000
300.000
8.837.000
3.434
126.220.840 49.054

29.000.000
2.290.000
4.330.000
4.350.000
2.960.000
1.080.000
1.000.000
45.010.000

Euro

Compare expenses
to budget
in Tshs
Euro

17.493

47.650.000

20.872
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Project expenses
Purchase of pipes, bought in Arusha, two trips
transport cost of the above described pipes
Purchases of pipe fittings from Lushoto, DSM and Moshi
Sand for constructions and block making, 53 trips à 160.000/trip
Cement for block making, 200 bags à 14.000 each
Cement for constructions, 415 bags à 13.000 each
Reinforcement steel bars for concrete constructions, 2tons in weight
Aggregates for the blocks and concrete constructions 3.000 buckets
à 1.000/bucket
Diesel fuel for site works and material transport
Hinno Lorry, services, spares and tyres
Labour costs from july - may
Supervisor labour costs
Nssf for the two supervisors
subtotal
Total expenses

Income from the transfer from the Netherlands

27.145.000
1.195.000
3.150.000
8.480.000
2.800.000
5.395.000
2.860.000
3.000.000
3.250.000
5.860.000
10.470.000
6.500.000
510.000
80.615.000
125.625.000

31.330
48.823

58.365.000
106.015.000

25.565
46.437

117.383.840 45.620

Comments and Conclusions from and on the Financial Report of Kinko A
Comments:
1. The exchange rates from the budget time and the transfers differ a lot.
2. The average exchange rate from the 3 transfers, 1 Euro to 2.573 Tanzanian Shillings is used for the indicating of the expenses
in Euro´s
3. The project expenses, that means the technical construction costs are in reality much higher than the budget estimations, i.e.
80.615.000 to 58.365.000 that is a difference of 22.250.000Tshs, in Euro´s 5.765. It is caused by the prices raises for the
materials.
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4. The administration, inclusive Capacity Building and Training there is an under spending towards the budget, i.e. budget is
47.650.000 Tshs and spending 45.010.000, so 2.640.000 Tshs lower, in Euro´s 3.379.
Conclusions:
1. The transferred total 45.620 Euro´s is less from the total expenses 48.823 Euro. The total income of the 3 transfers and the
ones of Chamavita, is 49.054 Euro´s. So the overspending in comparison with the 3 transfers is financed by the Chamavita
income.
2. All the different exchange rates complicates the comparison in between the estimations (budget) and the expenses.
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